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Contemporary Methods
to Dispose of Currency
Can be Very "Different"

By Richard Giedroyc

Currency union of 12 member-coun-
tries in the European Union have led
to the demise of all their local curren-
cy systems, also creating the headache
of how to dispose of all the obsolete
bank notes without significant costs.

T ECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS IN COINS AND BANK
notes evolved slowly until relatively recent modern history. Now,
like everything else in our modern world, it appears as if changes in
our bank notes are taking place at a dizzying pace difficult for many

people to follow.
Until recently perhaps the only major change in coinage technology was

the introduction of the steam press with a collar to ensure the roundness of
each piece. Beginning in the 1980s all this changed as coins began to be pro-
duced comprised of ringed bimetal compositions, with Braille for the sight
impaired, with holographic devices, and with color-enhancements on some
issues.

However, bank note technology has changed more so within the past
hundred years. This has become increasingly important since central banks
need to keep at least one step ahead of counterfeiters, and the counterfeiters
also strive to keep up with modern technological changes in our money. There
are few counterfeiters today who have much interest in counterfeiting coins,
considering the low purchasing power of most issues. On the other hand,

bank notes
are attrac-
tive to the
counterfeit-
er, since the
purchasing
power of a
single note
may be sig-
nificant.

In
modern
history we
have seen
bank notes
evolve from

a uniface note with the primary counterfeit deterrent being vignettes that are
challenging to copy to notes that today are often issued on polymer (plastic)
rather than paper, printed in multiple colors, equipped with everything from
windowed security threads to optical devices that hopefully are impossible to
duplicate.

The transition from paper to plastic materials is a practical change that is
slowly beginning to dominate current world paper money emissions. The
entire concept makes sense. One of the arguments that led to the replacement
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of many low denomination bank notes by coins since the 1980s is that these
denominations in paper often wear out after periods ranging from nine to 18
months, while the coins remain serviceable for perhaps 20 to 40 years.

Bank notes produced in plastic materials are significantly more durable
than are the paper notes of the same denominations. Furthermore, plastic or
polymer composition material is significantly more difficult to print into bank

Australia's polymer or plastic compo-
sition notes present a new challenge
regarding recycling once the notes
have outlived their usefulness.

notes, discouraging counterfeiters since they are "technologically challenged."
Printing our bank notes is one matter. Disposing of obsolete or worn out

notes is another. With all this new technology entering the bank note produc-
tion arena, imagination is sometimes necessary to find ways to dispose of the
notes that are no longer serviceable. In many countries worn out or obsolete
bank notes have been traditionally disposed of by incineration. In current
Afghanistan, as an example, the notes recently recalled by the new central gov-
ernment are dyed a different color, then passed along a human assembly line to
a blast furnace where they literally "go up in smoke."

However, the new polymer or plastic notes present a unique challenge.
Some unorthodox, innovative ways of disposing of traditional paper composi-
tion currency have been employed.

We don't normally think in terms of what will happen to old paper
money. Let's face it — Collectors expect most of the lower condition examples
to end up in some dealer's junk box to be sold for a few cents each.

A vast majority of the well-worn bank notes don't survive to have such an
honor bestowed on them in their old age. Like those from Afghanistan, most
are burned or perhaps buried.

Some paper composition bank notes, however, have a more ignoble end-
ing. Sometime during the recent term of Russian President Boris Yeltsin the
Russian newspaper kvestia reported that workers at a clock factory south of
Moscow received about 150 rolls of toilet paper as a bonus to their paychecks.
Considering that the Russian ruble at the time was almost worthless due to spi-
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raling inflation this may have not been such a bad deal as it may sound.
Russian workers viewed this payment as receiving something functional,

which the Commonwealth of Independent States paper currency was not. The
demand for this semi-durable good as something useful either in trade or to
consume made it better than cash.

The Izvestia story hinted that the workers were fortunate to receive the
toilet paper in payment for their work. It may have been awkward to haul 150
rolls of such paper home, but at least the workers were being paid in something
that was as good as money during this time of financial crisis. Had the workers
been paid in bottles of vodka, as were some at other Russian businesses, it is
questionable if the workers would have bothered to try to make it home before
the payment was consumed!

What Izvestia didn't bother to investigate was the source of the paper
used in the manufacture of the toilet paper! Had they investigated they might
have found there is not only something rotten in the state of Denmark, but in
the nation of Russia, also!

According to an article appearing in the Nov. 18, 1994, issue of The
Journal of Commerce, some of neighboring Ukraine's increasingly worthless kar-
bovanet-denominated bank notes were being recycled as toilet paper! Since
similar contemporary stories were coming out of Lithuania there is good reason
to believe Russia was also recycling old notes as toilet tissue as well. (An
Indianapolis newspaper, upon learning of Lithuania's recycling of old paper
money as toilet paper during 1995, remarked "the material is absorbent and
makes excellent toilet paper.")

According to the journal article, "Each month, a paper mill in the city of
Dnipropetrovsk is turning about 35 tons of old bank notes into such items as
toilet rolls and wrapping paper."[Dnipropetrovsk is about 300 miles east of
Kiev.]

The director of the paper mill, Vladimir Vereshchak, is quoted as saying,
"We get top quality paper from the bank notes. One the color -- blue, pink or
green -- gives away what it once was." The article continues that due to infla-
tion and the ensuing devaluation of the low denomination notes it was primari-
ly denominations of less than 100 karbovanets that received the royal flush.

At the time Vereshchak's plant was converting bank notes to other more
useful items the dollar was valued at about 135,000 karbovanets in Ukraine's
capital, Kiev. Only two months earlier the dollar had been valued at 50,000
karbovanets.

While this may come either as a humorous surprise or as a shock to col-
lectors, the William Joynson & Son's paper mill at St. Mary Cray in Kent,
England, recently reported on its Internet web site that it recycled bank notes
as toilet paper during World War Two! Research will likely find that this may
not be the only pre-1990 incident in which paper currency has met its end in
some preferably unmentionable places.

Eastern Europe is not the only place that in modern history has decided
to flush away its obsolete bank notes. You only have to go as far back as an
early January, 2002, Associated Press wire story out of Frankfurt, Germany, to
read: "Once they were cold hard cash, symbols of nationhood. Now Europe's
dead currencies face an afterlife in more modest reincarnations: as furnace fuel,
museum trinkets, insulation, mouse pads, and mere landfill."

According to the AP story, "Each day since the continent switched to the
Euro on Jan. 1, coins and bank notes worth billions of dollars has been leaving
circulation in a massive currency trade-in that will end by Feb. 28 or before,
depending on the country.

"The central banks feed the bills into sorting machines that cull out the
counterfeits and shred the rest into tons of high-quality confetti. The coins are
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hacked up so they can't be spent again. It's a gigantic task, especially for
Germany, Europe's largest economy. Its 350,000 tons of defunct coins contain
as much metal as 47 Eiffel Towers."

The AP story continues, "And then there are 2,800 tons of paper money
to get rid of. The obvious answer would be to burn it. But, Germany's
Bundesbank shut down its money incinerator a few years ago because it would
cost too much to bring it up to environmental regulations.

"And bank notes aren't great for landfill, either, because many of them
contain metal in the form of holograms and foil security strips, and because the
high-quality cotton paper, coated with ink and varnish, decomposes very slow-
ly. Much of it still goes into incinerators and landfills in the countries whose
environmental rules allow it. But in Germany and the Netherlands, for
instance, the stuff can't be dumped.

"Europe's central bankers are nothing if not environmentally correct,
however, and have risen to the challenge with a variety of recycling schemes.
The Bundesbank, Germany's central bank, sells bottles of shredded marks as
souvenirs at its money museum in Frankfurt. Bavaria's Bundesbank branch has
a deal with a cement works, which trucks in bricks of cash and burns them in a
furnace with up-to-date emission control equipment.

The same AP story identifies Austria's central bank as sending about
1,000 tons of shredded schilling-denominated paper notes to a building materi-
als firm where they are recycled as Thermofloc insulation pellets. These pellets
are used under floors and ceilings. Ireland is identified in the AP story as using
landfills as a place in which to dispose of its old paper money. Ruben Kuelers
and Paul van de Vijver, both living in the Netherlands, are identified as using
obsolete paper money to make mouse pads, envelops and note paper. Kuelers,
whose company is called MoneyNotes, specifically said he does not make toilet
paper from recycled bank note paper.

No story about recycling modern currency would be complete without
some mention of pre-Euro Currency Union coins. According to the AP story,
many are recycled as copper wiring in cars and stereo systems, or are simply
melted and restruck into Euro-denominated coins.

There is concern regarding the quality and durability of paper money,
however there is even more concern regarding the durability of the more mod-
ern polymer or plastic on which currency is now increasingly being printed.

Note Printing Australia has been perhaps one of the most aggressive bank
note producing entities encouraging polymer currency. Prior to introducing its
first polymer note in 1988 NPA submitted the polymer replacement for paper
to a torture test far beyond that to which paper for currency has ever been sub-
jected.

According to the NPA web site, polymer composition bank notes are
"ready to take on a whole new application through recycling."

Notes are granulated, then passed through an extruder which melts the
polymer or plastic, blending them into pellets. These pellets are the raw mater-
ial from which the former bank notes are recycled into compost bins, garden
carts, garden pots, household products and plumbing supplies. The NPA web
site reports the demand for these pellets exceeds the supply!
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